Transcription of synthetic DNA containing sequences with dyad symmetry by wheat-germ RNA polymerase II. Increased rates of product release in single-step addition reactions.
Interaction of purified eukaryotic RNA polymerase II with various synthetic palindromic DNA sequences is associated with the formation of transcriptional complexes of different stabilities, i.e. having different propensities for releasing the nascent transcript. This phenomenon was observed by using wheat-germ RNA polymerase II and a series of double-stranded template polymers containing palindromic repeating motifs of 6-16 bp, with regulatory alternating purine and pyrimidine bases such as d[ATA(CG)nC].d[TAT(GC)nG], with n = 1, 3 or 6 referred to as d(GC), d(GC)3 or d(GC)6, respectively. We also synthesized two double-stranded methylated polymers, containing the repeating units d(ATAm5CGm5C).d(TATGm5CG) and d[ATA(m5CG)6m5C].d[TAT(Gm5C)6G] [designated d(GmC) and d(GmC)6, respectively]. All of these polymers served as templates for the reaction of single-step addition of CTP to a CpG primer catalysed by wheat-germ RNA polymerase II, to an extent that seems well correlated with the number of potential initiation sites within the DNA molecules. Furthermore, in these reactions, the enzyme appears to form relatively stable transcriptional complexes, as trinucleotide product was released only very slowly. In marked contrast to the results with the CpG primer, the single-step addition reaction primed by UpA, i.e. the synthesis of UpApU proceeded at a much higher velocity and was strongly enhanced by increasing the d(G-C) content of the repeating units of the DNA polymers. Thus, taking into account the number of potential sites at which UpApU synthesis could occur, the extent of UpApU synthesis was increased about 12-fold with d(GC)6 compared to that with the d(GC) template. The catalytic nature of the reaction necessarily implies that the stability of the transcription complexes with the plant RNA polymerase II decreased as the d(G-C) content of the repeating motif increased. Furthermore, although the synthesis of CpGpC could be demonstrated with d(GmC)6 as template, the UpA-primed synthesis of UpApU could not be detected with this polymer. The results obtained in transcription of these polymers are discussed in relation to the potential involvement of palindromic DNA in transcription termination and attenuation in the presence of RNA polymerase II.